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Abstract 
For the single sensor target tracking with bearings-only measurements, a novel trajectory invariable-information 
target tracking algorithm was proposed, and bearings-only target can be tracked by the parameter trajectory. For the 
measure frequency of sensor is high, the mathematic model of bearings-only tracking is analyzed by dividing the 
trajectory into many linearization parts. The tracking parameter of bearings-only target trajectory is deduced, so the 
bearings-only target can be tracked by the parameter trajectory. The simulation results show that the new algorithm 
has a favorable tracking precision. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
Under the complicated battlefield environment, sensors usually could not get the integrated
measurement information of targets. Therefore, more and more attention has been paid to target tracking 
algorithms which are based on the information of unattached coordinates [1]. In reference [2], a bearings-
only tracking algorithm has been presented, which is based on a circle-error approximation method. 
For the sampling rate of infrared sensors reach 10~30 times per second, it can take the target motional 
model as a uniform rectilinear motional model, and adopt the method of line subsection approximation to 
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analyze the motion of maneuvering target. By using these features, the mathematic model of bearings-
only tracking is set up, which can estimate the parametric trajectory of the bearings-only target. 
2. The Parametric Trajectory Model of Bearings-Only Target 
It can suppose that target moves along the line with a velocity of  in a two-dimensional plane. The 
trajectory of target is shown in figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Planar diagram of uniform rectilinear motion of target 
As shown in Figure 1, observation station is in O point, it can suppose that target moves along the 
straight line l  with a uniform rectilinear motional form and the heading angle is . At the moment of 
, the azimuth is 
0α
t tβ  and the distance between this position and vertical point of trajectory is ,
which V  is the velocity of target. So it can estimate the calculated ideal value at any time points :
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By analyzing Eqs. (1) and (2), if the parameters of 0 1,   and  α μ ⊥′t could be determined, the motional 
trajectory of target will be determined uniquely, which can implement the accurate estimation of 
bearings-only sequences and the tracking of the motional trajectory. So it is very important to determine 
the values of 0 1,   and  α μ ⊥′t .
3. The Method of Determining Parametric Trajectory of Target 
3.1  The objective function of bearings-only sequences 
According to Eqs. (1) and (2), it can calculate the azimuth of target at any time points with prior 
knowledge of 0 1,   and  α μ ⊥′t . So the problem is to calculate the three parameters with the measurement 
error of bearings-only sequences.  
Firstly, it supposes that , so it can calculate the partial derivatives of the vector in Eq. 
(1), and obtaine Eq. (3):  
[ 1 Ttμ α⊥′=x ]0
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Then it supposes iˆβ  as the actual measurement value of azimuth and  as Gaussian mixture 
measurement noise of azimuth channel. So the observation model of bearings-only sequences is shown as 
follow:  
in
2ˆ , 1, 2, , ~ (0, )i i i in i n n Nβ β σ= + = L                                                                 (5) 
The objective function with circle-error approximation of bearings-only sequences  is 
shown in Eq. (6):  
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In Eq. (6), k  is a modified product term for making unbiased estimation. It is different between the 
circle-error approximate method and least square method to the non-linear angle sequences, which use the 
non-linear form of function replace the calculation of square. This improvement can make the 
calculational result more reliable and stable.  
3.2  The error analysis 
According to the methods of the mean and variance of the ˆ ˆcos sini iβ β and , it can be deduced as 
follow:  
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Under the actual measurement situation of parameter of trajectory, the difference between the azimuth 
estimation and measurement value is equal to the mixture measurement noise. So the mean of Eq. (6) is 
derived as follow:  
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It can calculate the variance of Eq. (6) which is based on the incoherence between the measurement 
noises.  
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For unknown to the value of the variance of measurement noises, it can calculate the value of . So it k
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can calculate the partial derivatives of k  in Eq. (6), suppose the value is equal to 0, and then get the 
result as follow:  
1
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put Eq. (9) into Eq. (6), it can get the objective function  as: mkQ
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The objective function has the adaptive ability to the measurement error, which can get the steady 
effect in the calculation process.  
3.3 The calculation of parametric trajectory 
For  is a non-linear function, so it can calculate the parametric vector x  with Newton iteration 
method. For the right side of Eq. (10) is a function whose independent variable is k , so it can get the 
partial derivatives of x  by calculating , and then put the partial derivative result to Eqs. (3) and (4), it 
can obtain the results as follow:  
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The partial derivative of  for x  can be computed as: mkQ
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Newton iterative equation of parameter flight path is: 
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According to matrix lemma, 
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Iterative process is halted with the iterative error reaching a given extent. Initial value should be 
chosen near by real parameter. At this time, back item of rightness of Eq. (12) is close to zero. If the three 
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parameters of bearing-only are calculated, substitute it in Eq. (9), and k  can be gained, then bearing 
variance is estimated:  
2ˆ 2 lnn kσ = −                                                                          (17) 
Substitute  in Eq. (10), minimum error of circle-error approaching, which could be used as 
quantitative analysis of the result.  
k
3.4  question debate   
a) Iterative initial value selection.  
In this algorithm , the initial values of three parameter 0 1, , tα μ ⊥′  can be fixed by Eq. (7) in [2].  
b) Systematic error compensation 
In the process of filtering, systematic error is unavoidable. Different noisy standard deviation is 
adopted, and then simulates for N times. Comparing average value with the real parameters, if the results 
lean to one side, it shows that systematic error exists and the offset should be subtracted. If the results 
fluctuate around the real parameters, it can be counted as agonic estimation. 
4. Simulations  
Assuming the position of sensor is (0 ，the speed of target is , initial point is 
, sampling period is T 0 , flight path of the target is show in Figure 2.  
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Fig. 2  target flight path figure 
1) Noise standard deviation of bearing measurement is 3mrad, sampling times from 10 .The
variation of three parameter with sampling times is shown in Figures 3-5.  
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Fig3.  the ratio of velocity to vertical  distance Fig4.  vertical time Fig5.  target heading angle  
The figures show that, when sampling times is fewer, the difference of estimation and real value of 
three parameters are enormous, however, with the increase of sampling times, estimation draws close to 
real value.  
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2) Noise standard deviation , divide it into 100 inter zones, and the sampling times is 
100. The variation of three parameters with standard deviation is shown in Figures 6-8.  
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Fig6. the ratio of velocity to vertical distance Fig7.  vertical time Fig8.   target heading angle 
From Figures 6-8, it can be seen that when noise standard deviation is huge, certain distinction exists 
between the estimation and real value. With the decrease of standard deviation, estimation approaches to 
real value.  
5. Conclusions  
For high observability of some sensors, targets can be viewed as uniform linear motion in short time, 
and sectoring linear approaching methods should be used in maneuvering targets. Because of this, the 
model of bearing-only based on circle-error approaching is established. The method of unattached 
coordinates is adopted, and parameter trajectory of bearing-only target tracking can be solved by using a 
set of measured bearings. In this way, bearing-only target tracking problem is successfully realized. 
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